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Electric and Alternative Fueled 
Cars in the US

By the end of April in 2016, records show that 

there were over 4 million electric and hybrid 

cars in the United States.



Electric Cars in Maryland

Records in Maryland show that the following cars are registered 
in Maryland this year: 

Natural Gas - 413

Plug-in Electric - 2,643

Flex Fuel - 300,447

Why are there not more?



How to Get More Electric and Alternative 
Fueled Cars on the Road

There are not enough charging stations around the state, which is not 
encouraging to those who wish to purchase an electric car. 

If there were more eco-friendly options available across the state,  

such as charging stations and natural 

gas refueling stations, more people 

would feel inclined to go out and go

green. 



What Does This Bill Do?

This bill provides a tax credit to places, like gas stations and 
businesses, that wish to put in an electric charging station 

and alternative fueling station on their property.



By Passing this Bill…
•We would be helping businesses that want to help the environment

•We would help cut back on green house emissions and use less fossil 
fuels

•We will be able cut down on our dependence on foreign oil

•We will be able to use our own natural gas resources, especially 
since the US in the number one producer in natural gas

•We will be helping Hogan’s Clean Car Act 2017



Advantages of Flex Fuel

•Environmental impact

•Burning facility

•Alternative to oil 

•Tax benefit



Currently in Maryland
“Currently, Maryland imports all its motor fuels, with a 
possible exception of a small portion of natural gas. 
However, Maryland farmers provide corn and barley today 
for use in a regional ethanol plant, Green Plains located in 
Hopewell, Virginia. The tax incentive will indirectly support 
local Maryland farmer income.”
- Lindsay Thompson 



Advantages of Electric Cars
1. No Gas Required

2. No Emissions

3. Cost Effective

4. Low Maintenance

5. Reduced Noise Pollution

6. Less Dependence on Foreign Oil



Helping Those Who want to Help the 
Environment 

We already provide an incentive to get people to buy electric and 
alternative fueled cars, why not provide an incentive to help those 

who provide the charging stations and alternative fuel?



Please Vote Favorably for HB 588

Questions?


